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Carefully center the comfort shield molding with the brim of 
your hat, and firmly push into place. 

Repeat the same step on the other side, and ensure both sides 
have a snug fit with no space between the hat and comfort 
Shield.

Continue pushing the shield molding into place, following 
the shape of the brim and ensuring that the molding remains 
centered.

Carefully peel the protective layer off both sides of shield. You 
are then ready for use. 
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Comfort Shield’s are suitable for Medical use

For multi-use wash with soap and water wash as required by the CDC and your medical facility. 

Wearing our Comfort Shield alone will not prevent infection. It is designed to protect your eyes and face, but to prevent infection 
we recommend use with other personal protective equipment such as an N-95 mask. 

FDA compliance under E.U.A. COVID-19 act. Meets or exceeds ANSI Z87 BGZ87 requirements as Non-impact face shield

Product Advisory



Comfort Shield Face Shield Instructions

Carefully center the comfort shield molding with the brim of 
your Hard Hat, and firmly push into place. 

After removing the protective film, your hard hat with comfort 
shield is ready for use. 

Continue pushing the shield molding into place on both sides, 
following the shape of the brim and ensuring that the molding 
remains centered.
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First put your mask on. Then, put your 
Comfort Shield with Mask Gripping 
Cap on. 

While wearing Comfort Shield with Mask 
Gripping Cap and face mask, pull face 
mask ear loops back, and attach them to the 
Comfort Shield Mask Buttons. 

Ensure both mask loops are securely 
attached to Comfort Shield Mask 
Button on both sides of Mask Gripping 
Gap, you are then ready for use.

Using Comfort Shield With Mask Gripping Cap


